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Radiant panels for heating and cooling – The convenience of controlling every detail

Raymagic quad is a special suspended
ceiling system designed to regulate
room temperatures using radiant heating
and cooling technology. Its exceptional
performance and customizability make
it thermally and acoustically ideal for a
wide range of application.
Raymagic quad is ideal for:
• Hospitals
• Offices
• Schools
• Conference rooms
• Shops
• Restaurants
• Open spaces.
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Legend
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Gypsum finishing
Hydraulic circuit
Heat exchanger
Insulation panel

Raymagic quad is available in multiple
finishes, either smooth or soundproof,
and with hidden or visible edges. The
panels are simply set into the existing
ceiling suspension grid, which ensures
easy accessibility during inspections. If
needed, they can be easily moved while
maintaining hydraulic connections.
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Radiant gypsum panel 2'x2' and 2'x4' for suspended ceiling

Finish Styles

Ray Magic quad standard or perforated acoustical panels regulates room temperatures using radiant heating and cooling technology.
Made using 2'x2' or 2'x4' gypsum board with satin opaque finishing, it also has an elegant pattern. In acoustical applications, it is perfect for environments that
require acoustic comfort as well as a high-quality aesthetic finish, such as offices, hospitals and restaurants.
The level of sound absorption depends on the different through the distribution and configuration of the percentage of holes in the panel.
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Characteristics
The panels, which can be customized with different edges, are dropped into the standard recessed ceiling
suspension systems, suspended on wires or threaded bars hanged to the ceiling structure. The profile thickness
of each ceiling tile allow to be mounted in all the standard 15/16in or 9/16in structures available on the market.
The hangers need to be spaced out 4ft to mach the panels installation module.
The panels are dropped into the suspension grid; they can be easily removed and slid laterally all while
maintaining firm hydraulic connections and giving a complete access to the upper space above the structure for
inspections and maintenance.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RH70 Humidity resistance
72% of light reflection
EN14240 conformity
2x2 ft
Sheetrock Thickness 1/2"
Weight: 237 lb/ft2
Perforation percentage: 18%
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Legend
A) Backbone hanging strips
B) raymagic backbone
C) 8mm pipes insulation
D) 8mm pipe
E) 3-way Tee
F) Snap-In magic coupling
G) raymagic quad EPS insulation
H) Ceiling hanger
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Installation of accessible suspended ceilings with raymagic quad panels, on suspension grid

Connecting the 5/16" (8 mm) pipe to the MAGIC 3-way fitting.

The service panels 2x2 ft RAY MAGIC QUAD are mounted on a standard T-shaped suspension grid.
The panels with A edge shall be installed on exposed tee systems T9/16 in or T15/16 in , while the ones with E24/E15 edge are suspended on the semi-hidden
9/16 in structure. Using the Profile T9/16 structure allows a minor visual impact, therefore a superior aesthetic result.

1

4 ft

4 ft

2 ft
max 2

ft

2 ft

2

24 mm

24 mm

Profile T15/16

Installation steps
• Lay out and hang grid using 2x2 (or 2x4) ceiling panel.
• Mark height desired for new ceiling
• Add height of Wall Molding and mark a level line around 3 walls
• Snap a connecting chalk line on the 4th wall
• Nail Wall Molding to the wall studs
• After the first section of main is installed in each row, and the grid is square,
install the rest of the mains and cross tees. Use left over pieces of main to
start succeeding rows of mains after cutting to align cross tee slots
• Lift panel at angle through grid; drop into place .
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15 mm

Cut the 5/16" (8 mm) PEX pipe and slide it into the pipe
insulation.

15 mm

Profile T9/16

Panels with A edge for Tee systems

Panels with E24 edge for semi-hidden structures

L-shaped wall molding

Double-L-shaped wall molding
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5/16 (8 mm) pipe connection with the radiant panel

Connecting the O.D. 5/16 (8 mm) pipe to 3-way Coupling

MAGIC 3-way fitting
(cod. RM1161)

1

Firmly push the 5/16" pipe into the 90
fit-in fitting. Firmly pull on the pipe to
confirm the pipe is properly seated.
NOTE: To remove the pipe from the
coupling, push the circular button on
the fittings.

13/16"

The 5/16" (8 mm) pipe needs to be inserted for
13/16 " (21 mm) to be fully seated.
Then verify the connection by firmly pulling
on the pipe to make sure it is securely seated.
Replace the foam insulation.
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Connection of the snap-in Magic coupling with the Magic 3-way fitting

Connection of the Magic 3-way fitting with the snap-in Magic coupling

Snap-in Magic
coupling
(cod. RM1158)

Magic three way
(cod. RM1161)

1

Snap-in Magic
coupling
(cod. RM1158)

1

Magic three way
fitting
(cod. RM1161)

2
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Insert the Snap-In Magic Coupling
into the 3-way fitting, applying
pressure until you hear a click.

Insert the 3-way fitting into the SnapIn Magic coupling, applying pressure
until you hear a click.

NOTE: To remove the Snap-In Magic
coupling, push the blue button.

NOTE: To remove the three way
fitting, push the blue button on the
Coupling.

2
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Connection of the ∅ 5/8" PEX-AL-PEX with the fit-in Couplings

Fixing the ∅ 5/16" (8 mm) internal pipe
To drill a hole on a RAY MAGIC panel, use the drill bits supplied in the Messana fixing kit. The
drill bits are designed specifically to avoid damaging the internal pipe of the panel. If a pipe is
accidentally hit, make sure to repair the hole in the pipe using the provided toolkit.

1

Cut the pipe at a 90 angle using the
cutting tool provided.

D

B

A

Messana pipe fixing toolkit:
A: (4) 5/16" (8 mm) couplings.
B: (3) manual drill bits: 1/4" (6 mm), 5/16" (8 mm) and 3/* (10 mm).
C: (2) 5/16" (8 mm) plugs.
D: 20 inch of 5/16" inch PEX pipe.

C

2

3

4

Chamfer and ream the pipe with the
tools provided, remove any loose
material remaining.

1. Cut a 4 x 4 inch hole in the sheetrock
above the damaged pipe and remove the
sheetrock.

2. Cut the aluminum sheet and remove it.

3. Dig into the foam in order to make the
necessary space for the 5/16" (8 mm)
coupling.

4. Cut the 5/16" (8 mm) pipe at two points,
with a maximum distance of 1/6" (4mm) in
between.

5. Insert the two ends of the pipe into the
coupling to slush.

6. If the pipe damage is bigger than 1/6" (4
mm), use two couplings and a piece of pipe.

Get the pipe and fitting into position,
you may need to turn the fitting.

Firmly push the pipe into the fitting.

6. Plaster the hole and paint.
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Thermal performance

Technical specs

RAY MAGIC QUAD

2X2

2X4

Dimension (W x L)
Panel thickness

2' x 2'

2' x 4'
2" (52.5mm)

1.
2.
3.
4.

1/2" (13mm)

0

3.20 (3.33) lbs/ft2
2.63 (2.76) lbs/ft2
0.5 gal (including supply return backbone lines)
PEX with oxygen barrier
8.0 mm (~5/16") O.D. - 5.5 mm (~7/16") I.D.
2 5/8"
15ft with 0.003 gal of water
30ft with 0.06 gal of water
min 46 °F - max 140 °F
28 (70.3) Btu/h/ft2
23.5 (36) Btu/h/ft2
0.22 GPM with 4 in series (0.055 GPM per panel)
0.22 GPM with 2 in series (0.11 GPM per panel)
15-20 (60) psi
1.6 ft per 4 panels in series
1.6 ft per 2 panels in series
100 psi for 10 min (required), then 24h @60 psi
~ 90%
Class A
0
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Typical 100°F (max 140°F) mean water temperature @ 70°F room air temperature. Tested in accordance with EN 14037
Typical 56°F (min 46°F) mean water temperature @ 76°F room air temperature. Tested in accordance with EN 14240
Data certified by third-party laboratory
Only available in european format
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Cooling Capacity [Btu/h/ft²]

Gypsum board thickness
Weight dry (wet)
Water content
Radiant tubing
Diameter
Spacing
Length
Operating temperature
Heat output 1,3 Typical (max)
Cooling output 2,3 Typical (max)
Nominal water flow
Nominal working pressure (max)
Pressure drop @ 0.22 GPM / 50 °F
Test pressure
Effective radiant surface
Surface flame (ASTM E84) 3
Flame spread index 3
Smoke developed index 3
Max number of panels per loop
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The Radiant ceiling needs to be tested following precise load procedures to guarantee the correct installation of the system.
The testing procedures shall be done after plastering and painting.

Automatic Load
NOTE: the radiant system covers a huge area of the building and consists of a complex hydronic piping, therefore accidental leaks may arise (for installing
mistakes or fixings mistakes etc). The radiant system is not compatible with automatic load unless it has a safety system (solenoid valve and a minimum
pressure switch) that immediately interrupts the automatic load on case of leaks. The safety system allows to reduce the damage caused by the fluid
leakage. On case there are not safety system the automatic load shall be deactivated. The operating pressure of the system will be manually normalized
between 25 and 30 Psi and will be set up during the annual services or during seasonal changes if necessary. Messana doesn’t take any responsibilities on
case the safety system is not installed.

Procedure for water-sealing and loading.

Air pressure test
The Radiant ceiling needs to be tested following precise load procedures to guarantee the correct installation of the fittings.
The testing procedure shall be done after plastering and painting.
The procedure is composed of the followings:
•
•
•
•

Air pressure test
Fluid pressure test
Heating test
Cooling test

Pressure test

Cold areas
NOTE: In cold area, the water inside the system may be freezing expanding its volume of about 4% causing the excessive pressure load and damage to the
system. When the building is unattended with the heating source turned off the risk of freezing may occur therefore it is necessary to fill the circuits with
anti-freezing products like glycol ethylic or glycol propylic. The products shall be adequate to hard and soft waters. It is possible to dilute the anti-freezing
fluid with water based on the specs of the machineries.

Once all the connections are completed, the system undergoes a load of 100 PSI using an air compressor; all the circuits shall be tested, therefore all the
valves of the manifold shall be open. If some connections fail, repair or replace the components and repeat the air pressure test until there are no leaks. The
air pressure test goes for at least 24 hours, consequently, after verifying the seal with the pressure gauge value, unload the system.
Successively, proceed with the fluid pressure test, making certain to purge the air following the procedure below:
1)
2)

Close the all the valves of the manifold
Open one circuit at the time and load it with the fluid (water) with a pressure of 3 times the operating system (at least 60 PSI unless local code
requires higher pressure) making sure to purge the air inside the circuit.
3)
Once the required pressure is reached, close the circuit, open the successive one and repeat step 2 and so on for all circuits.
4)
Once the last circuit has been loaded up, open all the circuits and leave them pressurized for at least 24 hours controlling the pressure gauge
value.
On case of leakages, localize it, repair or replace the components and repeat the water pressure test. Once the water test has been successfully completed,
reduce the pressure to the operating system pressure (25/30 Psi). After air and water tests have been successfully completed, proceed with the heating and
cooling test and verify the complete circulation of hot and cold fluid into the circuits. A thermo camera shall be used to ascertain that all the fittings are
sealed and watertight.
Heating fluid pressure test.
Maintain the pressure of the fluid at operating system pressure (25/30 Psi) with the circulators constantly in action. Gradually raise the fluid temperature of
10F per day until the maximum temperature of 120F has been reached, then test the system for 48 hours. Successively, maintaining the circulators operative,
cool the fluid by 10F per day until ambient temperature (about 68F).
Cooling fluid pressure test
Maintain the pressure of the fluid at operating system pressure (25/30 Psi) with the circulators constantly in action. Gradually lower the fluid temperature of
2F per day until the minimum value of 54F (unless it is lower than the dew-point) has been reached and test the system for 48 hours. Successively, keeping
the circulators operative, heat the fluid of 2F per day until ambient temperature (about 68F). Thought the humidity and temperature room sensors, verify to
have a low humidity point in order to avoid condensation on the surface of the panels. Otherwise with a lower dew-point of 54F, it is necessary to activate the
air dehumidifier and regulate the relative humidity of the rooms in a way that the control unit determines the dew point and consequentially the temperature
of the fluid. Once completed the cycles, set the system to the operating pressure (25/30 Psi).
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MESSANA RADIANT COOLING inc
4105 Soquel Dr, Suite B, Soquel - CA 95073 - USA
P/F +1 (855) RAY-MAGIC (729-6244)
info@raymagic.com - rdiantcooling.com

